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Scan Procedure

INIT
INIT SDSP/NEWBIN:
SDSPs ready for new bin?

NEWBIN:
1)  Increment variables in any

of 4 potential loops:
a) FE loop*      b) Outer variable
c) Stage mask   d)  Inner variable

2) Prepare modules with new
configuration.

0 1

23

PULSING
LOOP

READY:
All DSPs ready for scan?

PREP:
Which loop variables

need updating?
DONE



Scan Procedure (cont)

Scan Control Structure:

typedef struct {
ScanGeneral          general;                      /* General scan settings */
PixelScanStrobe      strobe;
PixelScanTrigger     trigger;
PixelScanReset       reset; 
PixelScanFE          fe;
PixelScanMCC         mcc;
PixelScanFitting     fitting;
ScanRODSetup         rodSetup;              /* Initial ROD setup */
ScanDspDistribution  dspDist;               /* Modules -> SDSPs*/
ScanSerialData       serial;                      /* Trigger stream type*/

} ScanControl;

Described by J. Richardson



Scan Procedure (cont)

General Control Structure; contains the scan’s general settings:

typedef struct  {

UINT8  configSet;          /*  The configuration set to use (PHYSICS/SCAN) */

UINT8  reportErrors;      /* Toggle to enable data integrity checks on SDSPs */         

UINT8  globalCtrl;         /* Determines whether MDSP or TIM sends triggers */   

UINT8  moduleScanMode;    /* Concurrent or FE by FE */

UINT8  scanParameter[2];     /* Scan parameter specifiers for inner & outer loops, e.g. VCAL */

UINT8  uniformPoints[2];     /* If TRUE scanStart, scanEnd & nBins determine points */

MDAT32 scanStart[2];      /* Start value for uniform scan (int) */

MDAT32 scanEnd[2];        /* End value for uniform scan (int) */

UINT16 nBins[2];          /* # of bins in inner & outer loop */
UINT32 repetitions;       /* # of events per bin */
MDAT32 *dataPtr[2];       /* pointers to data for custom scans; 0xfffffff (DEFAULT) indicates

that data is in the primitive list  right after the scan structure. */



Scan Procedure (cont)

UINT8  maskMode;         /* Staged or static */
UINT8  stageAdvanceFirst; /* Indicates whether the innermost loop is the mask stage

or bin[0] parameter */
UINT16 maskStages;      /* Number of mask stages to actually execute in scan */

UINT8  maskStageMode;     /* Mask staging option i.e. which ctrl bits are staged */
UINT8  maskStagePattern;  /* Mask stage pattern option e.g. 32-stage, 160-stage etc. */
UINT16 unused2;

/* Scan Status variables: */

UINT8  unused3;
UINT8  currentChip;       /* Current chip being scanned if FE-by-FE mode */
UINT16 currentMaskStage;  /* Current mask stage */    
UINT16 currentBin[2];     /* Current scanning point */
UINT32 unused4;           

} ScanGeneral; /* General scan parameters */

General Control Structure, (continued):



Scan Procedure (cont)

ROD Setup Structure; contains settings to configure ROD for scan:

typedef struct {

UINT32 *base;    /* Base of histograms in SDSP memory; 0xffffffff=> default */

UINT8  opt[4];   /* histogramming options: [0] TRUE => do occupancy histo.

[1] TRUE => do time-slice spectrum

[2] bit 0 set: do TOT spectrum,

bit 3 set: do TOT mean calculation

[3] will be filled in by MDSP (indicates

#events / L1A for the SDSPs). */

UINT8 extSetup;  /* Indicates whether MDSP will set up the router & SDSPs or not */

UINT8 errors;    /* Toggles histogramming of errors  (error task) */

UINT8 errorsMCC; /* Toggles histogramming of MCC errors (error task) */

UINT8 unused;

} ScanRODSetup; /* Histogramming options */



Scan Procedure (cont)

SDSP Distribution Control Structure; controls module SDSP mapping:

typedef struct {

UINT8 definedGroups;    /* bitfield indicating which groups are included in scan */

UINT8 nDspPairs;        /* The # of SDSP pairs. A DSP pair use complementary serial ports

and receive their trigger streams simultaneously;  this is primarily

used for interference/ cross-rtalk checks. */

UINT8 slvBits;          /* Indicates which SDSPs participate in scan. */

UINT8 unused0;

UINT8 dspPair[2][2];   /* The DSP pairs. */

UINT8 unused[2];

UINT8 groupSPMap[2];    /* Bitfield indicating which serial port groups use. */

UINT8 groupDSPMap[4];   /* Bitfields indicating to which SDSP groups send events.*/

} ScanDspDistribution; /* Histogramming options */

Module Groups are a central concept in scanning. A module group is
defined as a set of modules which behave similarly during a scan and
whose data is contained in one event. A module’s group is defined by
its configuration data. (rwModuleData & rwModuleVariable set and 
modify)



Scan Procedure (cont)

Serial Stream Control Structure; configures the serial streams
output by the ROD during the pulsing loop:

For example:

CmdList triggerStream= {
{CALIBRATION_PULSE, DELAY, L1_TRIGGER,
NO_CMD, NO_CMD, NO_CMD},
{0, 0x71, 0,    0,  0, 0 }

};

#define N_CMD_LIST_CMDS   6

struct CmdList {

UINT16  cmd[N_CMD_LIST_CMDS];

UINT32 data[N_CMD_LIST_CMDS];

};

typedef struct {
struct  CmdList triggerSequence[2];
UINT8 calcFromStruct; /* Pixel: indicates that the serial stream (cal. pulse/ delay/L1A)

should be calculated from the scan control structure. */
UINT8 port;           /* Serial ports to use: 0, 1 or both (2) */
UINT8 unused[2];

} ScanSerialData;



6713 Cache Characteristics

• 6713 DSP has two levels of cache:

L1P:   4K of cache for program code
L1D:  2-way set associative cache for program data, 2K/way

• Level one caches are always active for data in the on-chip
memory (SRAM).

• SDRAM is controlled by a set of 16 registers (4 per CE space);
each register controls cachability of 16 MB SDRAM.

64 MB of the 128 MB in each CE space is cachable. This should
be sufficient for most histogramming needs. If more is needed,
processed data can be DMAed into non-cachable memory until
it is needed.



6713 Caching: Level 2

• Up to 64 KB (configurable) of SRAM can be used as a Level 2
cache. The L2 cache makes data transfer from SDRAM into L1P
and especially L1D much more efficient.

• L2 is an up to 4-way set associative cache with 16K memory per
way. The caching policy is Least Recently Used (LRU). Memory
is mapped into the cache as follows:

way 0 way 1 way 2 way 3Address ends in:

line 0
line 1
line 2

line 127

0x0000 – 0x007f     
0x0080 – 0x00ff    
0x0100 – 0x017f  

0x3f80 – 0x3fff   

.

.

.

.

.

.



Caching Considerations

• A full module has 46080 pixels. At the lowest memory usage of
one byte/pixel this uses 360 cache lines. Thus any multiple module
or multiple histogramming option scan (i.e. occupancy & time-slice
histograms) would thrash (overload) the cache if most pixels had data.

• However, the modules’ electronics are only capable of sending
90 hits/chip/event. Therefore, during a scan, modules are processed
in stages; the most common stage has 10 hits per column pair:

col. 0:  row 0, 32, 64, 96, 128,   col. 1:  row 159, 127, 95, 63, 31

• The “stage” hits must be clustered in memory to avoid thrashing
the cache. Hence, a hashing scheme is introduced:

if (col. & 1) row= 159 –row
hash= row % (# stages)
offset= row/(# stages) +col*∆col +fe*∆fe +hash*∆hash
(∆col= # stages), ∆fe= #col*∆col, ∆hash= #fe*∆fe)



Caching Considerations, cont.

• The modules’ histogramming spaces in each stage must not overlap
one another unless forced to (i.e. previous modules’ data has filled an
entire way).   For multiple module histogramming, a small gap
(~ 3.5%) must be inserted between successive modules’ histograms
to ensure that modules do not clash in the cache. 

• Combining caching and hashing is very beneficial while performing
calibrations in which the pixel hits can be predicted. For calibrations
in which the stage pixels are pulsed while all pixels are unmasked,
the small number of extra hits produced will not adversely affect the
cache. For non-predictable (physics) data, caching will slow processing
and should be turned off.

• Caching introduces some overhead during histogramming, but the overall
effect is small, as will be shown.



Scan Performance

• For these measurements, a digital-injection scan was done on a single
module, with all chips read out concurrently.

• Most measurements were made from direct oscilloscope traces of ROD
output signals such as LEDs. Some more complicated timings were
measured using one of the internal DSP timers. 

• INIT and READY states can take up to several seconds to execute,
depending upon the options chosen. However, they are only executed
once and thus have minimal impact on overall scan performance.



Scan Performance: NEWBIN
• Creation of the serial streams to configure a module’s global & pixel

registers is time intensive, especially if the relevant routines are running
in SDRAM.

• Pixel mask staging is much more computationally expensive than the
global register.

17 µs279 µs

610 µs6500 – 11000 µs

71.5 µs674 µs

17 µs1270 µs

610 µs29000 – 36000 µs

71.5 µs3230 µs

Global register

Pixel register

Enable Data taking

Creation Send to modules
Routines in IPRAM

Global register

Pixel register

Enable Data taking

Creation Send to modules

Routines in SDRAM



Scan Performance: PULSING

• Pulsing loop currently has three phases:

Trigger loop: each module group receives a trigger
in a fast loop if the corresponding SDSP has enough
space in its burst buffer to receive the anticipated event.

Wait while the events transmit from the modules. This
is done until the SDSPs receive all the frames from an
event.

Events are then checked for errors on the SDSPs which
were targeted by the trigger loop, and the status registers
are updated accordingly.

• The task then exits to allow the state machines in the main loop
a chance to execute.



Scan Performance: PULSING, cont.

• Performance in the trigger sub-loop is determined by the
histogramming engine’s speed on the SDSPs.

0.11µs1.1 µs

0.42 µs1.2 µsC code

Assembly code

No Caching Caching

Time to process one hit: hashing code

0.90 µs1.1 µs

1.00 µs1.2 µsC code

Assembly code

No Caching Caching

Time to process one hit: non-hashing code



Scan Performance: An assembly event
Trigger source is ROD serial output
(not caught this trace)

FSRP: The assembly code processes the event;

Module data transmission: 840 µs FSXP: Outside the event, toggles once per
iteration of main loop (~2 µs)



The assembly code toggles FSRP once for every hit processed.

The assembly code toggles FSXP once every 64 data words,
and once per non-hit data word (link headers & trailers). 

Scan Performance: An assembly event, cont.



If the sections of continuous processing are measured, the actual time to
process one hit is 80 ns. This matches the loop cycle count precisely.

L2 L1D cache processing introduces an overhead of ~ 25–30 ns per hit

Scan Performance: An assembly event, cont.



Scan Performance: An assembly event, cont.
Close-up of the hit data processing



Scan Performance: Trigger Loop Duty Cycle
Channel 1 captures the arrival of the
6 event frames onto the SDSP.

FSRP

Trigger: Module data transmission: 840 µs

Channel 4 attached to an LED on MDSP;
turns off outside the task.

This event:
2 headers
have data

DUTY CYCLE:  840 / 960 µs  = 87.5% With this assembly code, up to 5 modules per SDSP
will have no impact on the duty cycle aside from the ROD bandwidth increase.



Extrapolations

• The current measurements were made using a single module.
Extrapolation to multiple modules on multiple SDSPs is
straightforward:

o NEWBIN scales with the number of modules & enabled chips.

o For multiple module (link) events on one SDSP, each link collects
data in parallel with other links, but must wait for the token to be
passed to it before transferring its data to the EFB. There are two
of these, and links from formatters 0-3 and 4-7 may play out their
data into the two EFB engines in parallel, at 40 MW/s/link. The
EFB engines then send data to the router one after the other as usual.  

o For multiple module groups (& SDSPs), the events must wait
inside their formatters for the token to be passed to it. 

o The router sends data frames on to the SDSPs as soon as it receives
them, thus the full event arrives on the SDSP ~3 µs after the
router has received the last word of the event.



Summary and Planning

• The ROD is capable of performing at very close to the limits
imposed by bandwidth!

• The major sources on inefficiency in the current code all have
improvements planned for the near future.

• Current (potential) sources of overhead in the code & planned
improvements:

• The serial stream creation routines in the NEWBIN subroutine
take a while to complete.

Solution: There is no need to compute the entire serial stream
of the global register; clean the relevant section and re-create
only that.  Likewise, there is no need to re-compute the mask
stages. Compute them once, store them & recall as needed.



• The PULSING loop code waits until it knows that the events have
arrived correctly on the SDSPs before continuing.

Solution: Turn the entire loop into a series of state machines.
After triggering the current events, check to see the status of
the last events while the data transmits. Also, check to see if
event has finished transmitting can be put in the EFB.

• Source of overhead  & solution:

Summary and Planning, cont.

• The assembly code processes data hits in slightly more time
than they take to arrive on the ROD. (~110 vs. 100 ns):

Solution: New compiled (untested) assembly code speeds up
the loop by a factor of nearly three.


